
To :- The Additional Chief Secretary to the Government of West Bengal,
Department of Forests.

Sub :- Issuance of new DDO – Code in connection with shifting of South West Circle from Kolkata to Asansol.

As per above-quoted Government Order, the headquarters of South West Circle has been ordered to be shifted to Asansol w.e.f 01.12.2018. As such, it has become necessary to allot a new DDO-Code [BUDFRD001] to CCF/South west Circle under the Treasury of Asansol – II with the Treasury Code “BUD”.

In this connection it may be mentioned here that – (1) The headquarters of South East Circle and Central Circle have also been ordered to be shifted to Durgapur w.e.f 01.12.2018. It is proposed that the DFO/Durgapur Division will act as the DDO for the establishments of CCF/South East Circle and CCF/Central Circle. (2) The headquarters of Western Circle has also been ordered to be shifted to Kharagpur w.e.f 01.12.2018. It is proposed that the DFO/Kharagpur Division will act as the DDO for the establishment of CCF/Western Circle.

As such, the existing DDO-Codes of CCF/South West Circle, CCF/South East Circle, CCF/Central Circle and CCF/Western Circle shall cease to exist from 01.12.2018. However, the Treasury of South West Circle shall shift to Asansol-II from PAO – I with the new DDO-Code as proposed above.

Under above circumstances, the Department of Forests are requested to kindly move the appropriate authority for allotment of a new DDO-Code [BUDFRD001] in favour of CCF/South West Circle at Asansol and also for change of DDO in case of CCF/South East Circle, CCF/Central Circle and CCF/Western Circle.

Please treat this as Most Urgent.

Principal Chief Conservator of Forests & Head of Forest Force
West Bengal.
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Copy forwarded for information & necessary action to :-

1) The Chief Conservator of Forests, Central Circle, West Bengal.
2) The Chief Conservator of Forests, Western Circle, West Bengal.
3) The Chief Conservator of Forests, South West Circle, West Bengal.
4) The Chief Conservator of Forests, South East Circle, West Bengal.
5)

Principal Chief Conservator of Forests & Head of Forest Force
West Bengal.

Kaushik / 29.10.18.